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Lincolnshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Mark Allen

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Why do we need to split a village in half just to save money on councillors. I understand that
money needs to be saved, so why not keep the village in one ward or the other and at least
then we all have a single voice. To split any village up like this does not benefit anything or
anyone .

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7191

03/02/2016
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Lincolnshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

stephen atter

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
we have far to many county and district councillors all duplicating roles ,each claiming more in
expenses than most constituents earn. this money would be far better spent on front line staff
and services particularly as council officers run day to day affairs and are visible all year not
just for a couple of weeks before elections

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/6339

22/12/2015
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Lincolnshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

David BARFOOT

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: Non

Comment text:
Crowland, Shepeau Stow, Whaplode Drove, Gedney Hill etc. have always been one area. I do
not understand the reason behind the changes. If it's not broken why change it. Crowland will
not get representation if joined with Spalding. I live in a small village and are very happy with
the support I receive and the way it is now being run. Look at the bigger picture, the cost,
expenses which are claimed by the Councillors this will only benefit them. Think of the local
areas.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/6627
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Lincolnshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

David Barwick

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I disagree with the proposal which will place Welton village in two new divisions. The present
population of the village is about 4500 inhabitants. Building proposals already agreed will add at
least another 1000 inhabitants within the next five years. In addition there are planning
proposals which could see a further 1000 inhabitants. The neighbouring village of Dunholme
also has proposals for some 300 new dwellings under consideration. By the early 2020s, the
joint population of the two villages could reach nearly 10000 which would be the population of
a small town. At present Welton is itself the second largest settlement in West Lindsey district.
It therefore makes sense to keep Welton in a single division - probably Ancholme Cliff - or
more sensibly to combine it with Dunholme to form a new division. None of the other
neighbouring villages of similar size such as Nettleham and Cherry Willingham are likely to
expand to the size of Welton/Dunholme so could logically encompass a wider surroundring rural
area.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7253

09/02/2016

Mayers, Mishka
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Margaret Beardshaw
01 February 2016 20:44
reviews
Electoral boundary divisions review affecting Crowland and surrounding area.

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

The proposal to separate , for example, Whaplode, Whaplode Drove Holbeach Drove, Gedney Hill and
Shepeau Stow, from Crowland would seem to be against the interests of all in these rural communities
which have much in common historically, socially and economically, as required by the criteria of the
Boundary Commission. By the same token it would not appear to be in the interests of Crowland , or
indeed Spalding, to combine a random chunk of Spalding ( an urban area) with what are essentially rural
communities. Nor does there appear to be a sufficient difference in number of constituents to justify these
rearrangements. As a member of the public I appreciate the opportunity to comment and therefore trust
that my views will be acknowledged and taken into account.
Margaret Beardshaw
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Lincolnshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Jeff Bennett

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Re: The Deepings and South Lincolnshire The problem: The proposed boundary changes split
the historic town of Market Deeping in a way that will inhibit effective and cohesive
representation of its inhabitants. The solution: Redraw the boundaries in a way that retains
coterminosity of boundaries as well as the historic and contemporary identities of both the town
of Market Deeping and the village of Deeping St James. The problem in detail: Market Deeping
Town Council responded to the original Boundary Review consultation, back in July 2015, to
state their firm view that Market Deeping and Deeping St James wish to retain their own
identities and Councils . Unfortunately, the draft divisions appear to overlooked this aspiration
in order to maintain a system of wards of consistent size. This has resulted in the draft
boundaries splitting representation of the town of Market Deeping in a way which leaves most
electors, and even the town hall, in a ward called Deeping St James. This draft divisions would
likely lead to confusion and resentment among local people. It is also understood that the
Boundary commission requires contiguous wards. The ancient settlements of Market Deeping
and Deeping St James have always been identifiable as two separate parishes and communities.
The parishes are similar in size. Most people living in the two areas are well aware of the
boundary either by involvement in local community activities, council precept payments and/or
folklore e.g. the award-winning eponymous ‘Boundary fish-shop’ marks the point at which the
parishes split. The solution in detail: In order to meet the aspirations of the LGBCE towards
evenly sized wards it is suggested the Deeping St James ward be extended North to include the
parish of Langtoft as well as large but sparsely populated area of Market Deeping Parish.
Meanwhile, the existing Division of Market and West Deeping should be extended West to
include the surrounding villages (Baston, Barholm, Bracebridge, Greatford, Tallington, Uffington,
Wilsthorpe and West Deeping). Inhabitants of all these villages would probably regard Market
Deeping as their closest town for shopping, sport, community services etc. For example, all but
one of the villages fall within the catchment of the Deepings Medical Practice which is the main
GP practice in the area. The solution appreciates the need for contiguous wards and this is why
part of Market Deeping parish has been ‘surrendered’ to the Deeping St James Division. It is
recognised that this will result in ‘warding’ of the Town Council and the proposed boundary has
been drawn to accommodate sufficient electors (100+) to elect at least one town councillor.
This solution not only satisfies issues of local identity and representation. It also largely retains
a coterminosity with existing district, ward and parish boundaries. Market and West Deeping
needs to be preserved! Jeff Bennett.

Uploaded Documents:
Download

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7369

09/02/2016

Mayers, Mishka
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

PETER FREDERICK BIRD
21 January 2016 13:04
reviews
New Crowland Area for Lincs County Councilor.

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Dear Sirs.
My only real concern is that the existing area encompasses a largely rural community having Parish Councils, residents in this area
tend to volunteer for their territory more than town dwellers might who are encompassed in the newly proposed boundary,
consequently the new County Councillor will have unbalanced support. Country folk are not townies.
Regards.
Peter Bird.
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Mayers, Mishka
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jonathan Boor
09 February 2016 08:26
reviews
Proposed new ward boundaries

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

Dear Sir
With reference to the proposed new Crowland ward boundary .
I recognise the Different needs of people in rural
areas compared to urban areas.
I note the new boundary will take in part of Spalding and lose some rural areas Looking at the map it is not sense to
do this .
Historically natural boundaries were adapted to form wards to represent the needs of the people within that area.
We need to where possible to keep rural and urban areas separate.
Yours Faithfully

Jonathan Boor
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LINCOLNSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL

PROPOSED BOUNDARY CHANGES
DIVIDING HEIGHINGTON INTO TWO WARDS

I object to the proposed boundary change that will divide the village of Heighington
into two wards and also separate the village into two electoral divisions for the
following reasons:

Improve electoral equality
I do not think that the Boundary Commission has taken into consideration the housing
developments that have already been given planning consent and those that are
currently engaged in the planning process in the Washingborough area. Additionally
the proposed Local Plan (covering Lincoln, North Kesteven and West Lindsey), which
will influence developments in the central Lincolnshire area over the next couple of
decades, also allows for further development in the villages of Washingborough,
Branston and Heighington as well as creating a sustainable urban extension at Canwick.
This will considerably effect voter numbers over the next few years. As a result, the
Commission's goal of “approximately the same number of electors in each division”
will not be realised without another redrawing of the boundaries of this electoral
division in the near term.

Reflects Community Identity
The new arrangements will not reflect the interests and identities of the local
community. Heighington has always been connected to Washingborough and
Branston and not particularly to the other villages in the local area. Specifically
Heighington has been connected to Washingborough since mediaeval times.
– Washingborough, Heighington and Branston are all on the same bus route.
– Children from Washingborough, Branston and Heighington go to the same
schools from infants through to seniors.
– The local football team is called HBW United – i.e. Heighington, Branston and
Washingborough United
– The Doctors surgery at Branston also has a satellite surgery in Heighington.
– The Church of England Ecclesiastical Parish combines Heighington with
Washingborough. St. Thomas Chapel of Ease in Heighington was built around
1200 to serve the population of Heighington so that they did not have to go to

church in Washingborough. The Methodist church also combines Heighington
and Washingborough.
– The Parish Councils work together when providing services for the individual
villages. For example Heighington Parish Council recently purchased play
equipment for older children and teenagers but did not provide a skate park as
this provision is in Branston just a short bus ride away.
– North Kesteven District Council group Heighington, Washingborough, Branston
and Canwick together in one Parish Cluster called “the Four Parishes”.

Provide for Effective and Convenient Local Government
If Heighington is divided I do not believe that it will be properly represented on
Lincolnshire County Council. Councillors would not have the incentive to act on
behalf of the village if they are only concerned with only part of a village which would
represent one eighth of their constituents. If the two County Councillors are from
different political parties then this problem will be exacerbated.
To allocate numbers of Parish Councillors to each Ward reduces the pool of willing
and suitably qualified people. At the moment there are eleven Councillors and it
doesn't matter where they reside within the area. To divide Heighington will mean that
some Councillors may feel they have to stand down. There may also be problems
recruiting enough numbers of Councillors from each Ward, which may not necessarily
be an issue if the boundaries remain the same.
Additionally there will be an unequal split of the village with the vast majority of the
services being in the proposed Bracken Hill Ward. Heighington Millfield will only
have a hair dressers and one bus stop within it while Bracken Hill will have the
remaining bus stops, another hairdressers and beauty salon, shop containing the Post
Office and local butcher, two pubs and other businesses plus all of the recreational
facilities and community buildings.

Mayers, Mishka
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Trevor Bush
20 January 2016 11:05
reviews
Boundary Revision Jan 16
Boundary Revision Jan 16.docx

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Please see the attached response to the consultation on the proposed new electoral arrangements for Lincolnshire
County Council.
Trevor Bush
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20th January 2016
The Review Officer (Lincolnshire),
LGBCE,
14th Floor,
Millbank Tower,
London, SW1P 4QP
Dear Sir,
CONSULTATION ON NEW ELECTORAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR LINCOLNSHIRE
COUNTY COUNCIL.
THE PARISH OF CRANWELL WITH BYARD’S LEAP AND BRAUNCEWELL.
I note and fully support the aims of the boundary revision exercise for Lincolnshire County
Council, but believe that the proposals for the Parish of Cranwell with Byard’s Leap and
Brauncewell are not in the best interests of the local community and run counter to the stated
underlying policies. In particular the policies that: ward patterns should reflect community
interests and identities, and that the pattern of wards should mean that each councillor
represents roughly the same number of voters as elected members elsewhere in the authority.
COMMUNITY INTERESTS AND IDENTITIES
The parish of Cranwell with Byard’s Leap and Brauncewell includes the Royal Air Force’s
premier unit, the Royal Air Force College. Over the years the military and the civilian
establishments have worked hard to achieve an integrated and harmonious community. The
RAF College previously straddled the parish boundary and this caused a variety of
administrative problems; not the least being difficulty in calling banns of marriage for some
military personnel whose quarters were technically outside the jurisdiction of the parish church.
The desire from both the military and civilian communities for greater integration led to two
recent significant enactments.

1. North Kesteven District Council (Reorganisation Of Community Governance)
Order 2011.
The first enactment was an Order made in 2011 under the Local Government and
Public Involvement in Health Act 2007 entitled: “North Kesteven District Council
(Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order 2011”. The Order was made
quote: “having regard to the need to secure that community governance reflects the
identities and interests of the community and is effective and convenient.” The impact
of the Order, inter alia, was stated to be that quote: “The parish of Brauncewell shall
be dissolved with the coming into effect of this Order and the area transferred to
become part of Cranwell and Byards Leap Parish Council and the parish name be
redesignated ‘Cranwell, Brauncewell and Byards Leap Parish Council’. Nothing has
changed since 2011 in this community and it is clear that the current proposals
arbitrarily to divide the parish between different electoral areas runs counter to the
previously accepted basis for community governance that did indeed reflect the
identities and interests of the communities. A copy of the Order is attached at
Appendix A for your convenience.

2. The Pastoral Measure 1983.
The second enactment was a Pastoral Order dated 19th January 2012, signed by the
Bishop of Lincoln, and issued under Section 14 of the Pastoral Measure 1983. The
effect of the order was to transfer the ecclesiastical parish of Brauncewell from
Leasingham to Cranwell. As with the civic order referred to above, the ecclesiastical
order involved full consultation and sought to reflect the identity and interest of the
community. A full copy of the consultation document is attached at Annex B but it is
worth noting the following extract: “The occupants of the RAF quarters are served
by the RAF College Church of Saint Michael’s that works closely with Cranwell
Parish Church to serve what is in effect an integrated civil/military community. RAF
Cranwell is also dependent upon Cranwell Parish Church for burials, the calling of
banns of marriage when appropriate, and it remits its statutory fees to Cranwell Parish
Church.
The transfer of the parish of Brauncewell to Cranwell forms part of the Lafford
Deanery Mission Area Plan and has been approved by all the parishes concerned, the
Deanery Synod, the Local Pastoral Committee, the Diocesan Finance Executive and
the Diocesan Council in its role as Diocesan Pastoral Committee.
This proposal under The Pastoral Measure 1983 will align the civic and ecclesiastical
parish boundaries, and formalise the role of Saint Andrew’s Parish Church Cranwell
as the parish church serving the small population living in Brauncewell and the large
population living in RAF married quarters.”
There has been no change in the community that might justify the new LGBCE
proposals. Rather, if adopted, these proposed new electoral boundaries would reintroduce community divisions that local residents have fought long and hard to
eliminate.

NUMBER OF VOTERS
Interpretation of the Local Electoral Roll for the Parish of Cranwell with Byard’s Leap and
Brauncewell is difficult. Clearly, all eligible people within the parish on the day that the
register is compiled should have their name added to the register. However a very significant
number of electors register so that they can vote in General Elections, but do not vote in local
elections. This arises because of peculiarities caused by the transient military community. The
RAF College is a training establishment and most of its courses are relatively short. Thus, at
the time of electoral registration there may be a significant number of servicemen who wish to
register, but who within weeks will be based elsewhere either in the UK or abroad. Many
register as postal voters for this reason, and because they have not been advised as to their
exact next location. A recent exercise undertaken by the Parochial Church Council suggests
that the current total of 1281 electors equates to a practical local community (including long
term military personnel on the staff of the College) of about 1000. It follows that the LGBCE
exercise on equalising the number of electors represented by each councillor may be giving too
much weight to the theoretical numbers in this parish.
SUMMARY
The local community has worked hard to remove previous artificial divisions that ran counter
to the principle that community governance should be effective and convenient and reflect the
identities and interests of the community. This work led to an Order made in 2011 under the
Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007, and a Pastoral Order dated 19th
January 2012 issued under Section 14 of the Pastoral Measure 1983. Nothing has changed in
the local community since these orders were promulgated less than five years ago. The current
proposals from LGBCE do not comply with the stated policies in the consultation document
and additionally may be giving too much weight to the numbers of electors registered in the
parish who are transient military personnel.
ADDITIONAL COMMENT
Although I write in a personal capacity, I have based my response on my experience as a staff
officer who served at the RAF College, as a resident of the parish for some 32 years, as a
previous churchwarden of the RAF College Church of St Michael, as a previous long-term
chair of the governing body of Cranwell Primary School, and finally as the current
churchwarden of the Parish Church of St Andrew Cranwell.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposals.
Yours faithfully,

Trevor Bush
Appendices:
A. North Kesteven District Council (Reorganisation Of Community Governance) Order
2011.(Excluding the detailed Annexes).
B. Consultation Document Under The Provisions Of The Pastoral Measure, 1983.

APPENDIX A
LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT IN HEALTH ACT 2007
NORTH KESTEVEN DISTRICT COUNCIL (REORGANISATION OF COMMUNITY
GOVERNANCE) ORDER 2011
Made this day of 8 February 2011
Coming into force in accordance with article (1) (2).
North Kesteven District Council (‘the Council’) in accordance with the Local Government and Rating
Act 1997 the Local Government and Public Involvement in Public Health Act 2007 (the 2007 Act)
(Commencement No 3 Transitional and Saving Provisions and Commencement No 2 (Amendment)
Order 2008 has undertaken a community governance review of part of its area and made
recommendations on 2 September and 16 December 2010.
The Council has decided to give effect to those recommendations and in accordance with Section 93 of
the 2007 Act as consulted with the Local Government electors and other interested persons having
regard to the need to secure that community governance reflects the identities and interests of the
community and is effective and convenient.
The Council in accordance with section 100 of the 2007 Act has had regard to the guidance issued
under that section.
The Council makes the following Order in the exercise of powers conferred by Section 86 and 240(10)
of the 2007 Act
Citation and Commencement
1. (1) This Order may be cited as the North Kesteven (Re-Organisation of
Community Governance) Order 2011
(2) Subject to article 9 below it shall come into force on 1 March 2011
(3) Articles shall come in force on the day that this Order is made
(4) Subject to article 9 below this Order comes into force on 1 March 2011
(5) For the purposes of calculation of budget and precept requirements for the following parishes,
Brauncewell, Cranwell and Byards Leap, Doddington and Whisby, South Hykeham, Thorpe on
the Hill, North Hykeham:
the order shall come in force on 1 April 2011.
(6) As a consequence of warding and boundary changes, for the purposes of proceedings relating to
election of parish councillors for Ashby de la Launde, Cranwell and Byards Leap, Doddington
and Whisby, Dogdyke, Metheringham, Navenby, North Hykeham, South Hykeham, Thorpe on
the Hill, in respect of ordinary parish elections taking place on 5 May 2011

the order shall come in force on 1 March 2011
Interpretation
2 In this Order
‘District’ means district of North Kesteven District Council which for the
purposes of identification is shown edged blue on the map annex to this Order
and marked General outline map referred to in the North Kesteven District
Council (Re-organisation of Community Governance) Order 2011 and deposited
in accordance with section 96(4) of the 2007 Act
Parish means parish constituted by article 4, 6(5) and 7 has
the same meaning as Section 37 of the Representation of the People Act 1983
and Registration Officer means officer appointed for the purpose of, in
accordance with Section 8(C) of the Representation of the People Act 1983.
Effect of the Order
3 This Order has the effect, subject to agreement under Section 99 (agreements
about accidental matters) of the 2007 Act, that is relevant to any provision of
this Order.
Constitution of New Parish
4 The effect of this re-organisation Order will have the effect of implementing the
Aubourn, Haddington and South Hykeham Grouping Dissolution Order 1990
so as to establish a separate parish councils forThe Parish of South Hykeham comprising of the area edged in green (Map 5) and constituted within
the North Kesteven District Council area.
The parish of Aubourn with Haddington comprising of the area edged in red (Map 6) on the map
constituted within the district of North Kesteven
As a consequence of this article above the parish areas to be designated as two separate parish areas.
Wards of Parishes and Number of Councillors
5 (1) the existing ward known as Metheringham Fen shall be abolished
and the area (Map 7) merged to become part of Metheringham Parish, so any proposers and
seconders for candidates for the Parish elections will be from electors in the parish of
Metheringham, Sots Hole and Tanvats as a whole.
(2) The existing ward known as Temple Bruer shall be abolished and area (map
8) merged to become part of Ashby de la Launde & Bloxholm Parish so any
proposer or seconder for candidates for the parish elections will be from

electors in the Ashby de la Launde & Bloxholm with Temple Bruer and Temple High Grange
Parish Council parish as a whole.
Alteration of the boundary of Parish Areas
6 (1) Thorpe on the Hill and South Hykeham Boundary
The area coloured green and designated by the no/ letter ‘1A’ on schedule 2
and map shall cease to be part of the parish of Thorpe on the Hill and that part
of the parish shall become part of the Parish of South Hykeham namely part of
the Fosse Ward.
(2) North Hykeham and Doddington and Whisby Boundary
The area coloured and designated by the no/letter ‘2A’, shall cease to be part of the North
Hykeham Town Council (Memorial Ward) and shall become
part of the Doddington and Whisby Parish Council. The area coloured pink and designated with
the no/letter ‘2B’ shall ceased to be part of Doddington and Whisby and become part of North
Hykeham Town Council (Memorial Ward)
(3) Thorpe on the Hill and Doddington and Whisby Boundary
The area coloured and designated with the no/letter ‘3A’ on the map shall cease to be part of the
parish of Doddington and Whisby and will become part of the parish of Thorpe on the Hill. The
area coloured and designated with the
No/letter ‘3B’ on the map shall cease to be part of Thorpe on the Hill Parish
Council and become part of the Doddington and Whisby Parish Council.
(4) Cranwell and Byards Leap and Brauncewell boundary
The area coloured yellow and designated with the no/letter ‘4A’ on the map shall cease to be part
of the parish area of Brauncewell and become part of the parish of Cranwell and Byards Leap.
Dissolution of the Parish of Brauncewell
7

The parish of Brauncewell shall be dissolved with the coming into effect of this Order and the area
transferred to become part of Cranwell and Byards Leap Parish Council and the parish name be
redesignated ‘Cranwell, Brauncewell and Byards Leap Parish Council’. Therefore any proposer or
seconder for candidates for the parish elections will be from electors in the new parish of Cranwell,
Brauncewell and Byards Leap.

Number of Parish Councillors
8 (1) Metheringham Parish Council
The number of parish councillors elected to the Parish shall be increased from eleven to thirteen
councillors.
8 (2) Navenby Parish Council

The number of parish councillors elected to the Parish shall be increased to be increased from nine to
eleven.
8 (3) Dogdyke Parish Council
The number of parish councillors elected to the Parish shall be increased from five to seven.
Transfer of Property rights and Liabilities
9 (1) For the purposes of parish precept requirements, land and property described in Schedule 1 to this
Order shall be transferred from:



Thorpe on the Hill Parish Council to South Hykeham Parish Council
North Hykeham Town Council to Doddington and Whisby Parish council
Brauncewell Parish Meeting to the Cranwell and Byards Leap Parish Council

on the date specified in the Schedule
(2) Any land, property, rights and liabilities of the parish Councils for the parishes specified in Column
(1) of Schedule 2 to this Order in relation to the areas specified in column (5) of that Schedule shall
be transferred to the Parish of the transferee parish as is specified in column (5) of that Schedule
Consequential Changes
10

The consequence of coming into effect of this Order, Brauncewell Parish Meeting will be wholly
subsumed into Cranwell and Byards Leap Parish Council and have its elected representative
elected by the new parish council of 'Cranwell, Brauncewell and Byards Leap' as a whole.

Electoral Register
11

The Electoral Registration Officer for the District Council shall make such re-arrangement of or
adaption of Register of Local Government Electors as may be necessary for the purpose of and the
consequence of the Order.

Transitional Provision
12

Until the councillors are elected to the Parish Councils as a consequence of
these changes to be on 5 May 2011, the existing electoral arrangements for
representation continue.

Order Date
13

With the exception of article 9 above, the 1 March 2011 is the Order date for the purpose of Local
Government (Parishes and parish Councils) (England) Regulations 2008.

Sealed with the seal of the North Kesteven District Council This eighth day of February 2011.

APPENDIX B
Diocese of Lincoln
Acting under the provisions of
THE PASTORAL MEASURE, 1983
[Sections 3.(1); 14; 17.(1)(c); 11(2)]
INTRODUCTION

The ecclesiastical parish of Leasingham contains the medieval hamlet of Brauncewell that was
abandoned centuries ago in favour of a new site immediately to the north of the Village of Cranwell. It
is probable that the medieval village was razed after a plague at the end of the 16th Century1.
Brauncewell manor farm and the closed and recently sold church of St Andrew are all that remain of
the original hamlet.
The bulk of the current small civilian population of Brauncewell is close to the village of Cranwell and
there are well established links between the hamlet and the village. These links, inter alia, have led
the civic authorities to undertake a Community Governance Review and on 1st March 2011 the Parish
of Brauncewell was transferred from Leasingham Parish Council to the Cranwell and Byard’s Leap
Parish Council. The citation is the North Kesteven (Re‐Organisation of Community Governance) Order
2011. This transfer also removed an anomaly in which the large high density community of married
quarters belonging to RAF Cranwell was previously under the administration of the parish of
Leasingham.
The occupants of the RAF quarters are served by the RAF College Church of Saint Michael’s that
works closely with Cranwell Parish Church to serve what is in effect an integrated civil/military
community. RAF Cranwell is also dependent upon Cranwell Parish Church for burials, the calling of
banns of marriage when appropriate, and it remits its statutory fees to Cranwell Parish Church.
The transfer of the parish of Brauncewell to Cranwell forms part of the Lafford Deanery Mission Area
Plan and has been approved by all the parishes concerned, the Deanery Synod, the Local Pastoral
Committee, the Diocesan Finance Executive and the Diocesan Council in its role as Diocesan Pastoral
Committee.
This proposal under The Pastoral Measure 1983 will align the civic and ecclesiastical parish boundaries,
and formalise the role of Saint Andrew’s Parish Church Cranwell as the parish church serving the small
population living in Brauncewell and the large population living in RAF married quarters.

1

The nearby village of Cranwell’s records show that the then incumbent of Cranwell, Thomas
Johnston, died of the plague in 1604 but unlike Brauncewell, the Village of Cranwell survived in its
original location

SUMMARY OF MAIN PROVISIONS OF THESE DRAFT PROPOSALS

PASTORAL PROPOSALS
1

Alteration to Parish Areas (Section 17.(1)(c))
All that part of the Parish of Leasingham which is hatched and lettered 'A' on the annexed map
shall be transferred to the Parish of Cranwell.
Note: Within the area to be transferred is the former church of All Saints, Brauncewell, which
was declared redundant in 1973. This former church is now in private ownership.

2

Coming into Effect of these Proposals (Section 11. (2))
These proposals shall take effect upon the first day of the month following the date of the
making by the Bishop of a Pastoral Order prepared in pursuance of these proposals.

Enclosure: Map
___________________________________________________________
NOTE: SHORTENED PROCEDURE FORM (enclosed) (Section 14)
If you are satisfied with the proposals, as set out above, the form (enclosed) can be signed (as
appropriate), to remove the intermediate stage of publishing a Draft Scheme for further consultation
and approval by the same Interested Parties (as listed on the Consultation letter), prior to the formal
adoption of the Pastoral Order.
The Form should be returned to:‐

NOT LATER THAN [
TAKEN AS DEEMED CONSENT.

2011]. NO RESPONSE BY THE SAME DATE WILL BE

Prepared by: R J Wilkinson
Pastoral Secretary

“Lakewood”

Local Government Boundary Commission for
England
14th Floor
Millbank Tower
Millbank
London
SW1P 4QP
7th February 2016

Dear Sirs
re Draft recommendations on the new electoral arrangements for
Lincolnshire County Council – December 2015
I wish to strongly object to the proposals contained in the “Draft recommendations
on the new electoral arrangements for Lincolnshire County Council 2015 on the
following grounds.
1. A MISSED OPPORTUNITY and A MASSIVE COST TO PAY FOR
The proposed reduction from 77 to 70 Councillors is a missed opportunity to
restructure Local Government for the County as a whole, including the small Unitary
Authorities of North East and North Lincolnshire. A mere 10% reduction in current
Councillors will not make the County Council more effective – there is no evidence in
the proposal to support this assertion – and the resultant changes in parish and
district boundaries will result in huge costs of new elections to reflect the new
parishes and districts. Under the current Shire/District Council structures there is
huge duplication of Councillors and the continued existence of Councils that are too
small to Govern effectively. This situation has been ignored by the Commission.
Instead of resultant efficiency savings arising from the boundaries review, these
recommendations will be exorbitantly costly and perpetuate the current excessive
number of Councils, Councillors and administrative burden on the residents of
Lincolnshire.

2. DESTRUCTION OF COMMUNITY REPRESENTATION
I object to Hartsholme Ward
being scrambled partly into Birchwood along a arbitary (desktop exercise) line and
then extended into an area of Lincoln which has no community associations with
Hartsholme whatsoever. Hartsholme is a recognised community with strong
community associations, schools and services. I recognise the closeness of
Birchwood community with with the current Hartsholme community and that many
facilities and assets are shared, but the extension into what is now Boultham Ward
will create a County division devoid of any cohesive community at all.
The proposals for North Hykeham in creating three new wards two of which are
geographically mainly out of North Hykeham is clearly the result of an administrative
exercise using a local map rather than any thought of community sense. North
Hykham is a major town in North Kesteven district and is growing very rapidly. The
proposal to divide a very close community with it's own very active Town Council into
Eagle and Waddington is alarming. Eagle is featured on ordinance surveys maps
because it's a large moor (ie devoid of people). Waddington is difficult to reach from
North Hykeham being separated by the river Witham and a high limestone ridge.
The tiny villages around Eagle moor and the larger population in Skellingthorpe have
no association whatsoever with North Hykeham and their populations are projected
to remain fairly stable whereas that of North Hykeham is likely to grow yet again.
Similarly, Waddington residents have no association with North Hykeham, instead
being mostly part of the local RAF based community.
North Hykeham (perhaps soon to be Hykeham Town, see below) is a major
population area and identifiable town. County representation should be at least
identified with the name “North Hykeham” and not a distant moor (Eagle).
In community cohesion and identity, the Boundary Commission proposals had very
sadly failed.
3. FAILURE TO RECOGNISE GROWTH AREAS
Whilst there are projections of population growth for the areas close to Lincoln, they
are at best “guestimates” and are already overtaken by the Central Lincolnshire
Plan. The first phase of the Central Lincolnshire Plan provided for large expansions
in Lincoln City which, in the second plan, have been substantially changed with more
population growth in LN6, particularly in North and South Hykeham. This has not
been recognised in the Boundaries Commission report. There is a current move
(approved by both parishes) to merge North Hkyeham Town Council with South
Hykeham Parish Council to formalise this large growth area. A joint Neighbourhood
Plan is imminent for publication. The Boundaries Commission has ignored this new
enlarged community and split its representation into no less than 5 divisions
representing swathes of Lincolnshire countryside alongside urban areas of the new
Hykeham.
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Comment text:
The boundary line between RAFC Cranwell and Cranwell Village seems ridiculous, we are all one
community, with a mixture of RAF and civilian families living and working in both locations. If
our close knit community is split, that will cause more work for the councillors, as to provide
the best for their constituents, they will have to constantly consult with the other to make sure
the local needs are covered, creating twice the work. I understand the need to streamline
things, but in this instance, its clear they have just looked at the map and seen two different
locations, not appreciating that Cranwell Village and RAFC Cranwell are very much a single
community, to move the boundary line for Rowston along Brauncewell, and include RAFC
Cranwell into the Ruskington zone would make more sense administratively and keep the
Cranwell community happy!
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Comment text:
To be quite frank I am absolutely appalled by the poor quality of navigation throughout your
website. Has it deliberately been made difficult as a means of deterring feedback from the
public ? My own comments relate to the changes which are being proposed which would affect
Sleaford Town Council. The starting point for making the proposed changes were 3 basic
criteria, 1] To deliver electoral equality, each councillor to represent roughly the same number
of electors, 2] That the pattern of divisions should as far as possible reflect the interests and
identities of local communities, 3] That the electoral arrangements should provide for effective
and convenient local government. The proposals put forward fail these criteria in varying
degrees. Sleaford Town would remain at 18 Councillors, which is no issue. There is a proposed
creation of a "Moor" Ward, the name of which is totally meaningless locally [fails to reflect the
identity of the local community]. There is the creation of a "Super Ward" of 8 Councillors
representing a huge 5,374 electors [this massively fails to deliver electoral equality, as any
candidate standing for Sleaford Quarrington & Mareham would have to canvass around 2.7
times the number of electors needing to be canvassed by candidates standing in other Sleaford
Wards]. Sleaford Navigation is proposed to have 3 Councillors representing 1,873 electors [624
each] whereas it is proposed that each Councillor for Sleaford Castle represent 931 each,
Sleaford Holdingham 1,013 each, and Sleaford Westholme 923 each. It is clear that Sleaford
Navigation should have no more Councillors than Sleaford Castle, Sleaford Holdingham and
Sleaford Westholme. Moving to the "Super Ward" of Sleaford Quarrington & Mareham it is clear
that on the basis of the number of electors being represented by each Councillor on 3 other
wards [Castle, Holdingham and Westholme] there is adequate justification for the creation of a
Single Councillor Ward for the residents of Greylees. There is even greater justification for such
a Ward because of the geographic location of Greylees and the fact that the creation of such a
ward would "reflect the interests and identity of that local community". The fact that, as
proposed, each Councillor in Quarrington & Mareham would only represent 671 is a further
substantial "inequality" in the first of the 3 criteria which are suppose to have justified and
given rise to these proposed changes. What I am unable to understand, as one of 3 current
Councillors for Sleaford Castle Ward, is why the ward I represent is to be reduced from 3 to 2
Councillors when Sleaford Navigation is being increased to 3 councillors [there are 1,862 and
1,873 electors respectively, hardly a significant difference] so surely these 2 wards should have
the same number of councillors in order for the "electoral equality" criteria to be satisfied ?
Overall I think that the proposals are inconsistent, unworkable, unreasonable and totally
unjustified. A simple way of improving matters would be to propose an additional councillor for
each of Sleaford Castle, Sleaford Holdingham and Sleaford Westholme Wards, to create a new
single councillor ward for Greylees, and to split the remaining part of Sleaford Quarrington &
Mareham into separate Sleaford Quarrington and Sleaford Mareham wards, each represented by
4 and 3 councillors respectively. The overall effect of such changes would be a total of 21 as
opposed to 18 councillors for Sleaford Town Council [arguably a better balance as there is less
likelihood of the need arising for the Chair to use a casting vote] but a greater degree of
electoral equality than the original proposals.
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Comment text:
Although Washingborough and Heighington are two separate villages they are extremely close
together and residents from both villages use the facilities and amenities in both villages all the
time. To have Washingborough and part of Heighington in a separate ward from the other part
of Heighington village doesn't seem to make any sense as this would split a very close
community into two separate electoral wards and would affect not only the district councillors
but also the parish council.
Heighington I would like to remain in the same
ward as the rest of the village and Washingborough because of the close links. To put part of
the village in the same ward as Harmston and Coleby does not make any sense to me seeing
as they are not close by. Surely they should be in the same ward as Waddington rather than
being in a ward that reaches as far as Potterhanworth Booths Branston Booths.
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Comment text:
We have natural links in many ways to the other cliff villages especially to
Navenby. It seems illogical to group us with Potterhanworth and Heighington with which we
have no logical links either geographically or logistically. Equally, it does not seem sensible to
link Navenby with Bassingham, much more logical to link them with us.
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Comment text:
The draft boundaries look fair and evenly distributed in terms of population. Well done.
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Comment text:
I must say I can see no sense in putting us in Whaplode Drove in the same boundary as
Gedney Dawsmere. Having said that, I would think there are a lot of people in Gedney
Dawsemere & Drove End who think the same of us Drovers. Surely we must remain with
Crowland, as its a place where a lot of us shop, go to the doctors, dentist(to be resumed)
chemist, several of us work there, go to school there. Looking at your guidance I would say we
have a very powerful case in the Community Links area which you mention. Please reconsider
as we have, and always have had, a good strong bond with Crowland in social and economic
fields.
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very happy with everything and I don't think anything will
change if the boundaries are changed and I also think that it will be a waste of tax payers money. So I wish to
register my objections.
RG Donaldson
Sent from my iPad
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Sir/Madam
I write as a resident of Croft Parish with concerns over proposals to change the Parish Boundaries. I understand that
the proposal is to link with Skegness and not to remain with Wainfleet All Saints as has been the case for centuries
Dwellings and businesses of Croft already merge geographically with Wainfleet All Saints and it would be most
confusing to try to ignore this and relate the Parish to Skegness where there is a clearer distinction between
settlements and services
For this reason I wish to object to the Boundary Review Proposals both as a resident and as Chairman of Croft Parish
Council
I therefore trust that this email will be taken into account within the decision making and I kindly request an
acknowledgment of receipt of this email
Neil Dowlman
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Comment text:
It is patently obvious who ever suggested the new boundary for Heighington in North Kesteven
Lincolnshire has no idea of the local geography. Heighington is a relatively small community
which works well and is a real COMMUNITY why on earth do you think it should be split. All the
village amenities,with exception of the school would be in one ward.it would no longer be a
village. Whilst I recognise Changes have to be made please seriously reconsider this ludicrous
idea. We need to remain as a whole and work together for the good of all Heighington
residents nor be an add on just to make up the numbers for other communities.
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Comment text:
It seems strange that the recent review into Lincoln City recommended no change yet that
authority is nothing more than a large parish council with a housing / cemetery function and a
mickey mouse staff & budget. How can a county authority like LCC function properly ,with all
the responsibilities they have , on a reduced Member allocation! There is no
comparison....smacks of political skulldugery
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Electoral Review of Lincolnshire County Counci:Draft Recommendations Rowston
Division

Dear Sir/Madam

I object to proposals regarding the proposed division called "Rowston".

In my opinion "Metheringham" would be a more appropriate name for the division. Rowston is a very small hamlet
whilst Metheringham is the centre of a large community comprising both the village itself and surrounding
settlements.

I note that the figures appear not to include the Parish of Nocton, which should be included within the proposed
division. RAF Cranwell should be excluded as it has no physical or community affiliation with the rest of the division.
Transport and other services are provided to Cranwell by Sleaford and other nearer settlements such as Leasingham,
Ruskington and Ancaster.

Metheringham is a vibrant community providing medical, educational, recreational and leisure facilities to a wide
area. It is also a transport hub (but not in relation to RAF Cranwell) and has a wide variety of retail outlets.
Community identity is evidenced by the successful re‐opening of Metheringham Library as a Community Library run
by volunteers.

Acknowledging that electorate numbers need to balance, this must not be at the expense of identity and community
interest. Larger divisions, reduced member representation and the complexity of local government service provision
means that elected members need a clear and thorough understanding of the communities they represent.

Yours sincerely

Tom Finegan
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Please find attached details of our objections to the proposed electoral boundaries regarding Welton‐by‐Lincoln,
Lincolnshire.
Yours sincerely,
Alan and Janet Freeman.
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Comment text:
The villages of Harmston, Waddington Boothby, Navenby, Wellingore (and Temple Bruer) are a
natural unit. They are single C of E parish, share a newsletter (the Graffoe news) and are
linked by a regular bus service. The proposal is for divisions that have have less history and
character in common. Separating Metheringham and Dunstan is also flawed as they are so
closely linked and I think they should, if possible, be in the same division.
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Sir, I refer to the recent proposals re the above. If the idea is to streamline the Council, then your idea to
effectively split the village of Heighington into two with different representatives for the two divisions
seems a very retrograde step.
It is not a large village and keeping the representation to one councillor is the only sensible option. An
unfortunate “spin‐off” would be having parish elections to represent the two wards causing more
confusion. Let the status quo prevail as far as my village is concerned.
I await your comments.
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Sir/Madam
It has just come to me notice that there are proposed changes to the way the county of Lincolnshire is to
be divided for electoral purposes. I am quite appalled at the proposal regarding Bracebridge Heath,

I understand the reasoning (ie. equality of representation) but it has obviously been designed by someone
who is unfamiliar with the territory and it does not meet at all with the interests and identities of the
people living in Bracebridge Heath. We have always been allied with Waddington, the next village along
the same major road, and many people in Bracebridge Heath use the facilities and services of Waddington
and vice versa.

I
go to do my weekly shop in North Hykeham and attend the sports centre there, and my doctor and the
chemists that I use are in Waddington (I go once every two weeks). I am not alone ‐ many people who live
in Bracebridge Heath attend the doctors surgery in Waddington and many people in Waddington attend
the surgery in Bracebridge Heath. Also my husband goes through Waddington daily on his way to work.
In fact, Bracebridge Heath and Waddington could almost be twins, they are that close, and any decisions
regarding the services in one of those villages will affect the other, especially any decisions regarding
transport and the roads ‐ but Washingborough, Canwick and Heighington have no bearing on our lives at
all. Historically Waddington and Bracebridge Heath have almost been considered as one. If this proposal
was to be put through, I will not take part in the electoral process any more as it simply won't affect me.
Please, I urge you, reconsider this move and take into account the needs of the people of Bracebridge
Heath.
Yours cordially
Joanne Gollandeau
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Comment text:
I think it is an excellent idea to reduce overheads, and promote broader equity. I would have
hoped for greater change to the boundaries making the individual areas larger, reducing the
headcount and cost.
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Comment text:
, but take a keen interest in the efforts of all our local villages to
improve the lives and opportunities of their residents. I regret that I must express my strong
objection to the proposed boundary changes in respect of the way they would affect our closely
neighbouring village of Welton. The proposal to split the village roughly into two halves, along
the line of Cliff Road, Rylands Road and Hackthorn Road, seems to make no practical sense at
all, as it would put the two parts of Welton into different electoral divisions. I am well aware
that the purpose of the boundary changes it to equalise, as far as is practicable, the number of
electors in each division, but your current proposal seems bound to lead to unwanted confusion
and unnecessary difficulties and division in what is currently a thriving and united community. I
have studied the mapping on this website, and was alarmed to note that one of the smaller
scale Ordnance Survey maps seems to be many years out of date. On this map there appears
only a small indication of buildings in the angle of the Rylands Road junction with Hackthorn
Road, which might have indicated to your staff that comparatively few residents would be
removed from the main village into the new division. In reality, since the 1960s very large
housing estates have been constructed within this angle, probably amounting to half of the
houses in the village today. I note that the population figures you quote for the proposed
Ancholme Cliff Division still fall some way short of those for the proposed Nettleham and
Saxilby Divisions, so the most sensible course would appear to be to place all of the village of
Welton in the proposed Ancholme Cliff Division. Given that I imagine that the whole point of
boundary changes must be to make our political system more practical and more appropriate
for the future of our people, it seems quite unnecessary and inappropriate to introduce changes
which cause confusion and the breakup of perfectly satisfactory and properly functioning
communities. We must not throw the baby out with the bath water!
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